common vocabulary. The southern dialect is mutually intelligible with Central Aranda.

Yallop has completed depth study. He has published "The Aljawara and their territory" (Oceania, 39:3, 1969).

66.1b ** South east of McDonald Downs, west of Tobermorey (from Yallop's map)

\[
\text{Akara-Akitjara, Akitjara (both KH), Akara (HK, O'G, 'RLS', AIAS)}
\]

No further information. Its cognate count is 79% with Central Aranda, and between 60% and 70% with the other dialects.

66.1c * Central Aranda * Plenty River area C5 (AIAS C8)

and east at Lucy Creek and Tobermorey

\[
\text{Arunta (S & G), Atunndta (Basedow), Arrenda (Chewings), Aranda (T, KH, Str., AC, SAW, O'G, 'RLS', AIAS), Arran'da (RHM)}
\]

Hale calls this Plenty River Aranda. It has 87% cognition with East Aranda and 79% with Akara, 75% with Anmadjara, 74% with West Aranda and 65% with Lower Aranda.

'man': atua

66.1c ** Eastern Aranda * Todd and Hale Rivers area centered in Alice Springs (KH)

Has 86% cognates with Western Aranda, 83% with Anmadjara and 77% with Southern Aranda.

66.1d ** Anmadjara * Stirling, Tea Tree, Aileron, Coniston, Napperby area (KH)

Anmadjara (T, O'G, 'RLS', AC, SAW, KH), Anmatyira (Yallop), Anmadjara (AC, AIAS), Umatjera (Ingamalls)
66.1e Western Aranda * From Narwietooma to Hermannsberg & Upper Finke River (KH)

Has 84% cognates with Southern Aranda and 82% with Anmadjara.

66.1f Southern Aranda * Along Finke River (KH)

Piŋima (KH), Pirdima ('RLS')

Strehlow reports is now virtually extinct. Has 65% cognates with Lower Aranda.

66.1g Andagerebina ** Tarlton and Tago C3 (AIAS Cl2)
area, Central Australia ('RLS')

Means 'after' or 'from the south'.

Andagerebina (AC, GB, AIAS), Andakerebina (O'G, SAW, 'RLS'), Juranja (alt. name used by tribes to east - GB), Nambila-Nambila, Nhambilanhambila, Nyambilanyambila (Warluwaric form - horde name of speakers from Georgina River - any differences that existed have probably all disappeared - GB), Undekerebina (R), Williwilli (C), Yanindo (RHM)

Roth published a word list. Breen recorded a fair amount of material on his fields trips in 1970-2, including c. 20 songs. Four informants from Dajarra, one from Boulia and one from Mt. Isa have supplied the information. Blake also has a medium corpus. Breen reports there is still more language available and a depth study possible. About 10 fluent speakers remain, two of whom are still fruitful informants. Blake reports that Aliwampinga is a sub-dialect - a special form of Andagerebina in which the regular Andagerebina words take additional affixes.

(The reference in 'RLS' to Bulanu should be deleted since it is now classified with the Warluwaric Group).

'man' : artwa